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Abstract

Lifelog means using an intelligent wearable device to record hu-

man’s life automatically. It is a way to change the human memory

into digital data and it will be helpful to support memory recall

when we take advantage of this recorded data. Our goal of this

research is to create a lifelog viewer system which can help users

recall memory effectively. To achieve this goal, we get help from

several memory cues. We conduct 2 experiments and try to find

out the important cues appeared in events remembered. After

that, based on result, we design a system which can recognize

these memory cues in lifelog data automatically and can support

retrieving events with cue combination.

Keywords: Lifelog, Memory cue, Computer vision, Memory re-

call, Face recognition, Cues combination
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Lifelog means using an intelligent wearable camera which can take pictures

usually every 30 seconds to capture human’s daily life continually [1]. There

are a lot of potential advantages of lifelog but so far to record past moment

and help recall memory is still the core part.

1.1 Background

The vocabulary as "lifelogging" appeared from the 1980s [2]. Steve Mann

did experiments with wearable computing to capture continuous physiological

data. Since then, more and more work conduct on this filed. In the 2000s,

lifelog camera with multiple sensors enter the market and become available to

the public such as Vicon Revue [3]. In our research, we use the Autographer

camera as our record device [4]. It was released in July 2013 and is used

primarily for lifelogging, entertainment and travel.
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1.2 Motivation

From ten years ago, memory recall was an important topic in psychology

field. During our lifetime, we cannot remember everything happened so how

to keep memory as much as possible is always most researchers interested in.

Recently there are numerous people research for memory recall in com-

puter science field [5]. When lifelog becomes popular, to use this kind of

device to turn memory into digital data in order to keep more memory is

expected by lots of people. Of course there has been some related work but

almost they focus on what is effective to memory recall. They do not take

most advantage of the lifelog technology. We want to find out the significant

benefits of using lifelog device and fully utilized this recorded data to keep

everyone’s past life.

1.3 The Organization of this Thesis

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: In chapter2, we describe our

research purpose and the approach we use to achieve this purpose. In chapter

3, we describe how we design our experiments conducted and discuss how

to analyze the results we collected. In chapter 4, we discuss the problem of

current viewer and how we improve it in our system. Based on the experiment

results, in chapter 5, we describe the system design at first and describe a

typical process when use our system. Next in chapter 6, we report how

to implement our system in detail and the current limitation of this system.
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Then in chapter 7, we introduce some related work to discuss the relationship

with our work and compare what is the difference of our research from them.

At last, in chapter 8, we conclude our finding results, our achievement and

briefly discuss the limitation of our work and what can be improved in future

work.
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Chapter 2

Research Purpose

Memory recall is always a hot topic of study. With the advent of the lifelog,

to store more memory has always been the target a lot of people strive for.

In our research, the ultimate goal is to help users keep past memories.

2.1 Memory Cue

Usually, when we recall an event, we first think of several elements in this

event. For example, who is involved, what I use or I see, when and where

it happens. We call such elements which remind us recall memory cues. All

events can be cued by this information [6, 7, 8, 9].

Apart from who, what, when, where, nowadays, more and more people

spend considerable time on computer, smart phone to work or entertainment

[10]. So we think screen also can be a potential memory and this idea first

proposed in Matsuoka’s paper [11].
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2.1.1 Memory Cue Definition

In our research, for a better understanding of these five memory cues. We

give them the following definition:

Who means the subjects related to this event alive in the world.

What means the specific objects we use or we see.

When means exact time.

Where means the specific place where the event happens.

Screen means whether users interactive with some display.

2.2 Research Goal

In general, there are two specific goals in our research:

(1) Find out which cues combination appeared in events remem-

bered.

We want to know which cues combination can be possible to stimulate our

memory. And from these cues combination, we want to find more effective

combination. It means, with these cues, users can reminisce more past events.

(2) Create a system which can help users recall memory effectively.

After we know which cues combination are effective in memory recall, we

want to create a new lifelog viewer system easy to use and reappear past

scene for retrieving events with memory cues.

6



2.3 Approach

To achieve these goals, we first conduct 2 experiments. We design the experi-

ment sheets and ask several participants to answer these sheets with the help

of lifelog camera. And then by analyzing the results reflected from answer

sheets, we can narrow down the cues combination to find out the effective

ones.

Then based on the experiment result achieved, we design and implement a

new viewer system for users to recall past memory. The system can recognize

these cues information in lifelog data automatically and show originally scene

in the form of pictures by retrieving cues.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Setup

To find out cues combination used in memory recall, we design two experi-

ments which consist of record part and recalling part. In record part, users

need to use lifelog camera to take pictures. And then it comes to recalling

part. We design the experiment sheet and there are several questions need

to be answered.

3.1 Experiment design

3.1.1 Experiment goal

The goal to conduct our experiment is first to verify whether the lifelog can

help users recall more events and quantify difference between using lifelog

device and not using device and more important to find out which cues

combination appeared in events remembered.

9



3.1.2 Experiment sheet design

In previous research, they found the following cues are effective in helping

us recall past moments, it was: where, when, what, who [8, 11]. And in

Matsuoka’s paper, she thought screen may be important [11]. We want to

confirm it and based on these 5 cues, we will introduce emotion level to

describe the mental state of this event and event frequency to represent

importance.

3.2 Experiment subjects

We have invited 12 participants(6 males and 6 females) to involve our ex-

periments. They are all students in the Graduate School of Information,

Production and Systems, Waseda University. Their ages range from 22 to 28

years(average age 23.92 years).

3.3 Experiment Device

We use a wearable lifelog camera named Autographer as our experiment

record device.

Autographer is a hands-free, wearable digital camera. The users simply

puts the camera on the clothes or wears on the neck and the camera will take

photos automatically.

10



Figure 3.1: Autographer Camera.

Autographer camera’s automatic shooting function is precisely calculated:

its built-in 6 sensors, including GPS positioning, accelerator, light sensor,

magnetometer, motion detector and thermometer to help determine when

to shoot [12]. For example, when you run through the bus, the camera’s

accelerator will automatically sense and take pictures or when you go from

a warm bar to the snowy streets to greet your friends, the camera also will

automatically take a photo.

11



3.4 Experiment 1 procedure

Before experiment, we gather all these participants and did a brief explana-

tion to them about experiment and how to use Autographer camera. And

then the experiment conducted as below:

1. We divided all participants into 2 groups: each group consists of 3

females and 3 males.

2. Both 2 groups wore Autographer camera to collect their one-day life

at ease for continuous 6 hours between 09:00 to 19:00. And they can switch

off the device during their private time such as going to toilet.

3. Immediately after finish, for group 1, we gave them the sheet to write

down the events they can remember by themselves not using any reference

(Type A). And until they can think of nothing, we let them to view the lifelog

photos with current viewer on computer. We first import their record data

to the application and all pictures will show in time order. They can scroll

to view the whole day pictures and then write down some additional events

which can’t remember by themselves. (Type B)

4. For group 2, they can directly view lifelog photos on current viewer

and complete the sheet. (Type C). Each group should try their best to fill

the sheet as much as possible.

5. After record, we collected these answer sheets from all participants.

3.4.1 Result

We have collected 196( 63(Type A) + 34(Type B)+ 99(Type C) ) sheets

from 12 participants. By comparing Type A and Type B, it is obvious that

12



using lifelog camera can add us some more events. To compare A+B with

C, we can find it’s almost similar. It looks like independent thinking before

using lifelog may not make sense.

Except for the number of recalled events, the appearance of important

cue result is shown below.

Figure 3.2: Important memory cue appeared in experiment 1.

From the figure, we can find that users usually write down multiple cues.

More important is that what, where appeared most frequently and what is

the strongest as a single cue.

13



3.5 Experiment 2 procedure

After a month, we gathered these participants and ask them to fill sheets

again. The division of group and their type is same with the experiment

1. For example, For group 1 participants, they first recall what happened

one month ago to fill the experiment sheet. When they can not think of

anything, we show them the previous recorded data to help them reminisce

more events and write down on sheets.

3.5.1 Result

We have collected 158( 27(Type A) + 47(Type B)+ 84(Type C) ) sheets

after a month.

It is easy to understand after a month, the ability of memory recall

dropped. The total number of recalled events decreased because some mem-

ory about what happened one month ago is missing.

We have put all collected data into a chart and compared with the pre-

vious result.

14



Figure 3.3: Comparison of the average number of recalled events by experi-

ment 1 and experiment 2.

We can see from the Figure 3.3 that after a month the number of events

recalled by independent thinking reduced but using lifelog can help us keep

most of the memory.

By analyzing the important memory cues after a month, we found that

there is no much difference with the experiment 1. Of course, to the same

event, the answer of important cue may be changed but the combination of

what and where still more important than others.
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Figure 3.4: Memory cue result comparison in experiment 1 and experiment

2.

In summary, the results from 2 experiments shows that

1. By using lifelog picture as reference, it will support users more memory

recall than independent thinking.

2. What is the strongest as a single cue, followed by who.

3. The combination of "what and where" is the most effective. And the

second choice is "what and when", followed by "what, where and when",

"what, where and who" and so on.
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Chapter 4

Viewer Improvement Design

During our experiment, we found there are some limitations of current viewer.

And we try to design a new viewer system to improve it.

4.1 Current Viewer

We observed how participants fill our experiment sheets using lifelog photos

on current viewer and we found several problems of current viewer.

4.1.1 Typical memory recall process

1. Connect device to computer and import lifelog data to this desktop ap-

plication.

2. All pictures will show in time order. Users need to scroll the mouse to

view the whole day pictures.

3. Usually when users view some object, face or display they think of some

event and fill the sheet and write down what or who or screen information.

17



4. Click a picture to view exact time to fill when.

5. Then they will watch the surrounding pictures carefully and try to find

out the remaining information: where the location is.

4.1.2 Problem with Current Viewer

1) Picture is shown in time order.

2) What and where information is important but not directly supported.

3) Cue combination is not directly supported.

4.2 User Case

To solve these problems, we try to design a new viewer system. In this

section, we will describe several typical user case to help users understand

how to use our viewer better.

4.2.1 Import Images which recorded by user

After one day’s record was finished, user can click to import all data into our

system. The system will automatically process this meta data and the result

will be show on the webpage such as faces, objects, location, creation time

and so on .

4.2.2 View images via single cue

1. The user met somebody, and he cannot remember what happened with

this guy. He can double click the person image to view the related images

18



with this person.

2. The user had an object in his memory, and he cannot remember the event

scene. He can double click the object image to view the related images.

4.2.2.1 View images via multiple object cues

The user remembered several objects but he cannot remember the whole

event. He can click all these object images and the system will retrieve the

pictures which contain all these objects.

4.2.3 Query images via cues combination

1. The user used some object or saw some object somewhere. He can choose

these objects and this location as cues combination and search the result.

2. The user used some objects at about 2pm but he did not remember the

specific event. He can click to choose object as one cue and choose 14:00 as

another cue, and the system will search the images between 13:30 to 14:30

which contain these object and show result.

3. The user saw some objects somewhere around 1pm, he wants to review

these pictures. He can choose these objects, this location and click 13:00 to

find all images during 12:30 and 13:30 satisfied the requests and recall what

happened.

19



4. The user remembered someone with some objects somewhere, he can

choose this face, objects and this place as cues combination. The system

will search all images which contain the objects, person and fit the location

information.

20



Chapter 5

System Design

Based on our experiment results, we design a new viewer system which can

recognize object, face, location information automatically. Beside that, the

system also support using cue combination to search directly.

5.1 System Front-End Design

In this part, we will introduce the design of the system front-end. The pages

are listed as following:

a) Import Images Page

User can select the images which he wants to imported into our system.

21



Figure 5.1: Import-Images-Page.

b) View Cues Images Page

After user imported these images into our system, we will handle the cues

from these images and show the cues images in this page.

22



Figure 5.2: View-Cues-Images-Page.

c) View Images via Cue Page

When user double clicks the cue image, the system will show the images

related this cue. And user can click next and prev button to view these

images.
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Figure 5.3: View-Images-via-Cue-Page.

d) Search Images via Cues Combination Page

If user wants to search images via cues combination, user can click the

cue images and the image will show on the right of the page.

24



Figure 5.4: Search-Image-via-Cues-Combination.

e) View Result of Search Page

After user click the query button, we will show the result of the search

via cues combination. User can click next and prev to view these images.

25



Figure 5.5: View-Search-of-Search-Page.

5.2 Typical memory recall process

We will describe a typical case to explain how to use our system in this part.

1. After one day’s record was finished, users need to connect autogra-

pher device to computer and open our system website. They can click the

26



"choose-image" blank bar to choose the whole day’s images for importing

into our system and then click the "import" button. The system can auto-

matically recognize this meta data, such as faces, objects, location, creation

time information and you will see some preprocessing results on the webpage

after a while. The users can view it easily.

2. When users recognize a human face, they can double click this face

image here, it will show all original data contain this face in time order and

the exact time information will be shown on each picture. You can click

"prev" or "next" button to replace the image so users can write down all

events related to this man by using these pictures as reference.

3. Users can also click to select picture as cue. For example, we re-

member a man and a bicycle. We can select his face, one bicycle image

as cues. Of course we can also click the chosen cue to cancel it. After we

choose several cues, we can click "Query" button to retrieve the result. In

this case, the system will show the pictures both contain this person and this

bicycle. When we see the original scene, we can easily write down the events.

4. If there is no result satisfied the requirement, the system will also send

a feedback and you can choose another cue. So if there is something wrong

with our memory, the system will help us to correct.
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Chapter 6

System Implementation

In this chapter, we will describe how to implement the system in detail.

6.1 System Architecture

The system is designed using Browser/Server pattern. The advantage of

this pattern is that we can use our system in any platforms which contains

mobiles, pad and personal computer upon we deploy our system into the

Internet. The system architecture can be designed as Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: System Architecture.

From the picture, we can see that after we finished to develop our web

server and database, and the deploy it on the Internet. We can reach our

system in any platforms [13]. It’s very convenience for user to use. The

Browser/Server pattern also has other advantages are listed as below:

a) Operate anywhere without installing any specialized software

b) The expansion of the system is very strong
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c) The maintenance and the logic of upgrade is very simple

For the first point, the reason is that we using our system via a browser,

so if there is a browser in a device and our system is deployed on the Inter-

net, the user can reach the website easily. As a result, the user could use

our system without installing any specialized software. For the second point,

we said the expansion is very strong because if we want a new feature in

our system, we only need to update our web server. For the third point, the

reason is similar with the second point. We have no client to maintenance.

So we could spend less time on maintenance and upgrade. We just need to

focus these on our web server.

We need to notice our web server in our system architecture. This part not

only includes ourselves server, but also it includes the services from Microsoft

and Google. We integrate the services from Microsoft and Google into our

system. And the services include Computer Vision, Face Recognize, Bing

Image Search and Google Maps Server. We use these services to handle the

face, object and location in user’s images.
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6.2 System Framework

6.2.1 The design of the framework

Figure 6.2: The Architecture of the Framework.

The implementation of the project mainly uses the combination of the Spring

Boot and the Hibernate. The main purpose of using Spring Boot is that to

realize the separation of the front-end and the back-end, and to reduce the

coupling of the project [14]. The advantages of the Hibernate includes Ob-
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ject/Relational mapping, JPA provider, idiomatic persistence, high perfor-

mance, scalability, reliable and extensibility. The purpose of using Hibernate

is to realize the separation of the business code and the data [15].

From the image we can see that when user send a request to our server

via browser, the request will achieve to the Spring Dispatcher Servlet and

the Spring Boot will dispatch this request to ourselves service. What’s more,

our service will get data and save data via Hibernate Framework. Then the

server will return the data which we treated to the browser.
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6.2.2 The design of the business code

Figure 6.3: Code Architecture.

In our system, the design of the code follows the Spring MVC principles.

MVC is a software design model, a business logic and data display interface,

tissue isolation method code, business logic will be gathered in a component

inside, and improvement in customization interface and user interaction at
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the same time, do not need to write business logic. MVC is uniquely devel-

oped for mapping traditional input, processing, and output functions in a

logical graphical user interface structure [16].

From the image, we can see that our system is made of model, view, con-

troller. The model includes all the business logic of our system, such as Data

Model, Services Injected, Bing Image Search, Face Recognize, Computer Vi-

sion and so on. The function of the Controller is to handle the requests from

user’s browser. Then we can treat the request using our service. The func-

tion of the View is that to show the page to the user. Using Spring MVC

pattern can realize the separation of the back-end and front-end.

6.3 System Database

In this part, we will introduce the database design. It can be divided into

two parts: the design of the tables and the relationships among the tables.

6.3.1 The design of the tables

We designed the tables for storing the information of the images which the

user imported and finishing the work of viewing and searching. We designed

six tables for our system. The details of the tables are listed as following:

a) Picture Table

This table will store the information of the images which user imported

into our system.
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Column Name Type Description

Id LONG The unique id of the image

Name VARCHAR The name of the image

CreationTime DATE The creation time of the image

CreationHour INT The hour of the image’s time

CretionTimeString VARCHAR The creation time of the image

Longitude LONG The longitude of the image’s location

Latitude LONG The latitude of the image’s location

Location VARCHAR The location of the image

Table 6.1: Picture Table

b) Avatar Table

This table will store all the information of the faces image which recog-

nized from the images which user imported into our system.

Column Name Type Description

Id LONG The unique id of the avatar image

Name VARCHAR The name of the avatar image

Uuid VARCHAR The uuid of the avatar image

Table 6.2: Avatar Table

c) Real Object Table

This table will store all the information of the objects image which rec-

ognized from the images which user imported into our system.
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Column Name Type Description

Id LONG The unique id of the object image

Name VARCHAR The name of the object

Confidence VARCHAR The confidence of the object image

PictureName VARCHAR The picture name of the object

ParentTagsNumber LONG The number of the objects in the picture

BingImageUrl VARCHAR The url from the website of the object

Table 6.3: Real Object Table

d) Location Table

This table will store the location information of the image which user

imported into our system.

Column Name Type Description

Id LONG The unique id of the location

Description VARCHAR The description of the location

Table 6.4: Location Table

e) Picture Faces Table

This table will store the information of the image’s faces and the rela-

tionships between the image and the faces images.
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Column Name Type Description

Id LONG The unique id of the face image

PictureId LONG The unique id of the image

Uuid VARCHAR The uuid of the avatar image

Table 6.5: Picture Faces Table

f) Picture Object Table

This table will store the information of the image’s objects and the rela-

tionships between the image and the objects images.

Column Name Type Description

Id LONG The unique id of the object image

Name VARCHAR The name of the object

PictureId LONG The unique id of the image

Table 6.6: Picture Object Table
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6.3.2 The relationships between the tables

Figure 6.4: The Relationships of the tables.

From the image, we can see that there are 1 to n relationships between Pic-

ture and Picture_Faces, Picture and Picture_Objects. And the other is an

individual table for the system. They are only store some useful information

when we realize our system. The Real_Object Table will store all the objects

in our system. The Avatar Table will store all the faces in our system. And

the Location Table will store all the location information in our system.
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6.4 Development Environment

6.4.1 The environment of hardware

The personal computer from labs: Lenovo Thinkpad X260

6.4.2 The environment of software

a) Platform

Windows 10 Operation System, Eclipse Neon, MySQL V5.7.18, Apache

Tomcat V7.0

b) Running

Chrome Browser, Firefox Browser

6.5 API Introduction

6.5.1 Face Recognition API from Microsoft

a) Create a face list

Request URL:

http://westus.api.cognitive.microsoft.com/face/v1.0/facelists/{faceListId}

Request Parameters:

Field Type Description

faceListId String Id of the created face list

name String Name of the created face list

Table 6.7: Parameters of Creating Face List
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The function of this API is that creating a face list which stores the

faces we recognized from user’s images. When we use this API, we need

to provide a list id like ‘Memory_Face_List_Id’and a list name like ‘Mem-

ory_Face_List_Name’. And the API will return a response to show the

result of creating the face list. If the response status is 200, that means we

create the face list successfully [17].

b) Get a face list

Request URL:

http://westus.api.cognitive.microsoft.com/face/v1.0/facelists/{faceListId}

Request Parameters:

Field Type Description

faceListId String Id of the created face list

Table 6.8: Parameters of Getting Face List

Response Body:

Field Type Description

faceListId String Id of the created face list

name String Name of the created face list

persistedFaces Array Faces in the face list

Table 6.9: Response Body of Getting Face List

The function of this API is that we can get the face list we created us-

ing face list id. If we used the above API to create a face list which id is

“Memory_Face_List_Id”, we will use this face list id to get the face list. If
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we send this request, we will get a face list which contains all the faces we

recognize from the user’s images [17].

c) Add a face into face list

Request URL:

http://westus.api.cognitive.microsoft.com/face/v1.0/facelists/{faceListId}

/persistedFaces[?targetFace]

Request Parameters:

Field Type Description

faceListId String The id of the face list we created.

targetFace String The rectangle area of the face on the image.

Table 6.10: Parameters of Adding A Face

Request Body:

The bytes of the image

Response Body:

Field Type Description

persistedFaceId String The unique id of the face in the face list.

Table 6.11: Response Body of Adding A Face

The function of this API is that adding a face we detected from user’s

image into the face list which we created using above API. When we use this

API to add a face into the face list, we need to provide the id of the face

list which we created before and the area of the face location on the image.

Then we will get a result of the action, the result contains the face id which
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was stored in the face list which we created and we can get the face in the

next time [17].

d) Detect faces from image

Request URL:

http://westus.api.cognitive.microsoft.com/face/v1.0/detect[?returnFaceId]

Request Parameters:

Field Type Description

returnFaceId boolean Return face ids of the detected faces or not.

Table 6.12: Parameters of Detecting Face

Response Body:

The bytes of the image.

Response Body:

Field Type Description

faceId String Unique face id of the detected face.

faceRectangle Object A rectangle of the face location on image.

Table 6.13: Response Body of Detecting Face

The function of this API is that detecting the faces on the image which

user imported via our system. When we use this API, we need to convert

user’s image to bytes and set the ‘returnFaceId’field to true. Then we will

get the face unique id and the location of the face on the image [17].
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e) Find the similar faces with the face

RequestURL:

http://westus.api.cognitive.microsoft.com/face/v1.0/findsimilars

Request Parameters:

Field Type Description

faceId String Unique face id of the detected face.

faceListId String The id of the face list we created before.

maxNumber Number The number of the top similar faces returned.

Table 6.14: Parameters of Finding Similar Faces

Response Body:

Field Type Description

persistedFaceId String The persisted id of the face in the face list.

confidence Number Similarity confidence of the candidate faces.

Table 6.15: Response Body of Finding Similar Faces

The function of this API is that finding the similar faces from the face

list which we created to store our user’s images. When we use this API,

we need to provide a face id which we detect from the image, the id of the

face list which we created before and the maximum number the similar faces

returned. Then we will get the persisted id and the similar confidence of the

faces [17].
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Above all, we can use these API to finish the work of recognizing face

from the image and query the images via a person’s avatar.

6.5.2 Computer Vision API from Microsoft

In our system, we just use a part of the Computer Vision API. It is the API

of analyzing image which can recognize the objects in the image. So we will

only introduce the API which we use in our system.

a) Analyze Image

Request URL:

http://westus.api.cognitive.microsoft.com/vision/v1.0/analyze[?language]

Request Parameters:

Field Type Description

language String The name of the object which language return.

Table 6.16: Parameters of Analyzing Image

Request Body:

The bytes of the image

Request Body:

Field Type Description

tags Array The name and confidence of the objects in the image.

Table 6.17: Response Body of Analyzing Image
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The function of this API is that recognizing the objects from the image

which user imported into our system. When we use this API, we need to

provide the language which we want to get and the bytes of the image. Then

we will get the objects’ name and the confidence from the server [18].

6.5.3 Bing Image Search API from Microsoft

The aim of using this API is just for enhancing to show the object image.

Because when we record our daily life using the device, we will find there

is too much objects in the image. If we just show the origin image on the

website, user cannot ensure the image stands for which object. So we use

this API to show the image which just contains the object.

RequestURL:

https://api.cognitive.microsoft.com/bing/v5.0/images/search[?q]

Request Parameters:

Field Type Description

q String The object name which you want to search.

Table 6.18: Parameters of Searching Images

Response Body:

Field Type Description

value Array Information of the images which contains the object.

Table 6.19: Response Body of Searching Image
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The function of this API is that searching the images which only contains

the object which you want. When we use this API, we need to provide an

object name. Then we will get a lot of images which only contains the object

and we can choose one to store into our database for the image of the object

[19].

6.5.4 Google Maps API

This API is a library of maven module. So we just depend on it in our

project. Our project is managed by maven, as a result, we just add the

following code in our pom file:

Figure 6.5: Google-maps-dependency.

When we import this library into our project, we will find there is a class

file to get address via latitude and longitude. In our system, we follow the

following steps to get the address from an image:

a) Convert an image into bytes

b) Load latitude and longitude from the image bytes

c) Use the function to get address: GeocodingApi.reverseGeocode()

d) Done. We already get the address from the image
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6.5.5 Internal API

a) Import images into server

The function of this API is that helping user to import their images into

our system.

Request URI:

/Images/upload

Request Method:

POST

Request Parameters:

MultipartFile[ ] images

The realization of this API:

1. Get the bytes of the image from the MultipartFile type

2. Save the bytes of the image into server’s location

3. Handle the creation time of the image

4. Handle the location of the image

5. Recognize the faces in the image

6. Recognize the objects in the image

7. Save all the cues and the image into our database

b) Load avatar image from server to browser

The function of this API is that to show the avatar images for the users in

our system. After user imported the images, we will show the avatar images

which we deal with the images.

Request URL:
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/avatars/download/id

Request Method:

GET

Request Parameters:

Long id

The realization of this API:

1. Get the avatar via the avatar id from database

2. Load the bytes of the image via avatar picture name

3. Return the bytes to the response body

c) Load object image from server to browser

The function of this API is that to show the object images for the users in

our system. After user imported the images, we will show the object images

which we recognized from the images.

Request URL:

/objects/download/id

Request Method:

GET

Request Parameters:

Long id

The realization of this API:

1. Get the object via the object id from database

2. Load the bytes of the image via object picture name

3. Return the bytes to the response body
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d) Load location image from server to browser

The function of this API is that to show the location images for the users

in our system. After user imported the images, we will show the location

images which we get from the images via Google Maps API.

Request URL:

/locations/download/id

Request Method:

GET

Request Parameters:

Long id

The realization of this API:

1. Get the location via the location id from database

2. Load all the images which are in this location

3. Choose the first image in the image list

4. Load the bytes of the image using image name

5. Return the bytes to the response body

e) Load images via avatar id

The function of this API is to get the images which contain the avatar in

our system. When user view the images in our system, user can double click

the avatar image, then we will use this API to get the related images and

show to user.

Request URL:

/avatars/id/images

Request Method:
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GET

Request Parameters:

Long id

The realization of this API:

1. Get the avatar via the avatar id from database

2. Detect the face in this avatar via Face API

3. Find all the similar faces whose confidence is larger than 0.5 in the face

list we created via Face API. This process will return the face UUIDs.

4. Load all the images via face UUIDs.

5. Convert the image to bytes, and return to the response body

f) Load images via object id

The function of this API is that to show the images which contain the

object. When user view images in our system, user can double click the object

image, and then we will call this API to show the images which contain the

object. Request URL:

/objects/id/images

Request Method:

GET

Request Parameters:

Long id

The realization of this API:

1. Get the object via the object id from database

2. Load the image via object name
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3. Return the bytes to the response body

g) Load images via location id

The function of this API is that to show the images which are in the

location. When user view images in our system, user can double click the

location image, and then we will call this API to show the images which are

in the location.

Request URL:

/locations/id/images

Request Method:

GET

Request Parameters:

Long id

The realization of this API:

1. Get the location via the location id from database

2. Load the bytes of the image via location description

3. Return the bytes to the response body

h) Query images via cues combination

The function of this API is that to query the images in our system when

user choose a cues combination. After user imported images in our system,

if he wants to view images using cues combination, the system will call this

API to show the images for user.

Request URL:
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/images/query

Request Method:

GET

Request Parameters:

Field Type Description

faceIds Array The id collection of faces

objectIds Array The id collection of objects

locationIds Array The id collection of locations

times Array The time collection

Table 6.20: Request Parameters

The realization of this API:

1. Use the time to filter the images

2. Use the objects to filter the images

3. Use the lcoations to filter the images

4. Use the avatars to filter the images

5. Return the image list

6.6 The limitation of the system

There are two limitations in our system: the time of recognizing the image

costs too much and the confidence value which we chose.

For the first limitation in our system, we cannot to improve it now. Be-

cause we use the Microsoft API to realize the recognition of the image. The
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time is cost on the API call. So we cannot reduce the time cost now. But

in future, the time cost will be reduced. For the second limitation in our

system, we chose the confidence of the face similarity and the object con-

fidence depends on our experiment. So the confidence value may be not

a suitable value. But we can do more experiments in the future to get a

suitable confidence value.
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Chapter 7

Related Work

7.1 Memory Cues in Memory Recall

Since memory recall can be cued by "who you met", "what you saw", "where

you went", recent research try to emphasize the importance of memory cues

is not a few.

From 1978, Wagenaar spent 6 years on his study of his autobiographical

memory [8]. By recording first and then recalling and scoring, he found "what

he did", "when it happened" were both powerful as single cue and "the most

successful orders elicited approximately 60% correct responses" were what

came first, followed by when. The least successful order were when given

first, followed by who or where.
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7.2 Lifelog System

With the huge number of lifelog meta data, how to extract valid information

and how to retrieve events more conveniently are nowadays researchers fo-

cusing on.

Matsuoka designed a system by linking lifelog photos with tags [11]. In

her system, users need to manually select photos and edit tags of cues infor-

mation one by one at first. Users can enter keywords to retrieve events and

the system will show related pictures and suggest related tags as feedback.

Users can also delete tags by themselves. This serious of operations increased

the burden on the users and not friendly enough.

Memon developed a prototype system using an Android smart phone [20].

In his research, there are three key elements: nearby people, contextual ob-

jects and present location. His system can recognize people users have met

instantly by using infrared sensors "which emits a unique infrared ID as an

individual’s identification" as a transmitter. With his system, lifelog related

to current location or the specific location which users defined can be ac-

cessed directly. It is similar to object. He stored object images in database

and the system may "read the textual information written on the objects

to classify them." He also clarified using multiple key elements can retrieve

more accurately.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

8.1 Conclusion

Through the first experiment we conducted, we confirmed that using lifelog

device can help users evoke more memory. By the way, independent thinking

seems not so much important in the case of the presence of equipment. Of

course, as our research goal set, the more significant conclusion is that we

found users prefer to write down multiple cues when they recall past events

and in which the most is the combination of "what and where".

With the supplement of experiment 2, we found there is no obvious dif-

ference compared with experiment 1 even though some memory is missing.

Combining experiment 1 with experiment 2, the results revealed that what

was the strongest one and who was also strong as a single cue. Moreover, in

the case of more popular cues combination, "what and where" were the most

effective, followed by "what and when", "what, where and when", "what,
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where and who". However, what a little surprised is from our results, screen

as a memory cue looks didn’t has enough impact as we expected. We guess

the possible reason is users spending time on computer or smart phone for

entertainment and they think they waste time so almost people are unwilling

to remember these things.

With our experiment discovery on memory cues appeared, we designed

and then implemented a new viewer system in order to evoke users more

memory by recognizing cues information in original lifelog data automati-

cally. Our system sorted photos according by what, where, who information

in stead of showing pictures in time order. For more accurate result, our

system also support using different cues combination and multiple objects

information to search directly. Users can view all related meta data retrieved

one by one and they are organized by time order.

8.2 Future Work

We have created a prototype to realize these function but in practical appli-

cation, our system will have the time problem because the process of dealing

with the face information cost too much time. In future with the improve-

ment of face recognition technology we hope our system can solve this prob-

lem.

The limitation of our system in recognizing part is we not providing screen

cue so far. With current technology, it is still difficult for us detecting the
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information appeared in screen but we believe in near future, it will has great

progress and we can also complete our system at that time.
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Appendix A

Experiment Explanation

Document
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Experiment Explanation 

1. You should wear lifelog device to record your life for 6 hours. 

During that time, if you want to do some private things, you can 

turn off device temporarily such as going to toilet. 

2. After finished, you need to return us the device and we will start 

the survey. 

3. For group 1, you can only think by yourself. And we will give you 

some sheets. You should try your best to fill these as much as 

possible until you can think nothing. For the type on the sheet, 

you should write A. 

And then we will let you see lifelog pictures which you record on 

the computer viewer system, and you should fill other sheets 

again. This is Type B. 

4. For group 2, you can directly fill the sheets with the reference of 

lifelog photos. And you should write type C. 

5. To fill the sheets, you should write number in order from 1, and 

your name, this recording date in the form of Year/month/day 

(XXXX/XX/XX). 

 

Each sheet represents one event, and you should describe it in 

one word. This is called event description. 



Who means the subjects related to this event alive in the 

world. If the person in this event is only you, you can write 

myself. 

What means the specific objects you use or you see. It 

doesn’t include the objects shown on screen. 

When means time, in our case, you should write accurate 

to hour. 

Where means the specific place where the event happens. 

Screen means whether interactive with some display. You 

can circle one and if you choose other, you should write 

down what it is. If there is no screen to use, you don’t 

need to choose. Just leave it blank. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Importance is quantified by event frequency. There are 6 levels 

and the importance increases from 1 to 6. If you think it is very 

important, you can choose 6: 1/lifetime. If you think it is routine 

thing, not so much important, you can choose 1: 1/day.  

 

Emotion means the following 6 feelings: pleasure, surprise, 

neutral, anxiety, sad, anger. You can choose 1 to describe your 

mental state of that event. 

 

Emotional level is to describe the degree of this emotion. There 

are 4 levels and the strength is increasing from 1 to 4. If your 

emotion is neutral, you don’t need to choose this emotional level. 

 

Critical detail is some more specific detail instruction to this event. 

The question and the answer are all decided by yourself. You 

should ensure this part is closely related to the event description. 

 

The last question is about the cues combination which you think 

important in this event. You can image and choose from 5 cues: 

who, what, when, where, screen. Of course you can choose one 

cue, 2 cues or even all 5 cues. 
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Experiment 1 sheet
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                              Experiment 1 

 

Number            Name                  Date                   Type           

 

 

Event description (in one word)                                                               

 

Who                                                                                   

    

What                                                                                 

 

When                                                                                                

   

Where                                                                                    

  

Screen:    TV    computer     smart phone     other (              ) 

 

  

  Importance                        Emotion               Emotional Level                    

        
     1 = 1/day                            1 = pleasure              1 = little 
 
     2 = 1/week                           2 = surprise              2 = moderate  
  
     3 = 1/month                          3 = anxiety              3 = considerable 
 
     4 = 2/year                            4 = sad                 4 = extreme 
 
     5 = 1/one year                        5 = anger                      
 
     6 = 1/lifetime                   
 

 

Critical detail: 

 

Question                                                                                      

 

Answer                                                                                 

 

 

Which cues combination you think is most important in this event? 
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Experiment 2 sheet
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                              Experiment 2 

 

Number            Name                  Date                   Type           

 

 

Event description (in one word)                                                               

 

Who                                                                                   

    

What                                                                                 

 

When                                                                                                

   

Where                                                                                    

  

Screen:    TV    computer     smart phone     other (              ) 

 

  

  Importance                        Emotion               Emotional Level                    

        
     1 = 1/day                            1 = pleasure              1 = little 
 
     2 = 1/week                           2 = surprise              2 = moderate  
  
     3 = 1/month                          3 = anxiety              3 = considerable 
 
     4 = 2/year                            4 = sad                 4 = extreme 
 
     5 = 1/one year                        5 = anger                      
 
     6 = 1/lifetime                   
 

 

Critical detail: 

 

Question                                                                                      

 

Answer                                                                                 

 

 

Which cues combination you think is most important in this event? 
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